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1. Introduction 
The typical colonnade grid as supporting system for cooling tower shells 
provides for the entry surface of air flow, technically motivating its application. 
Also the height of the columnar zone depends on technology conditions. Stat-
ically, the colonnade is expected to transfer shell loads on the foundation, 
and to provide for outer, spatial stability. Columns, usually prefabricated, are 
monolithic ally connected to both the fotmdation and the shell edge ring. 
Consequently, shell edge motions raise additional flexural and torsional 
moments, usually neglected in calculations. 
In analysing the columns' stability, conect assumption of the huckling 
form is of importance, requiring, in turn, to know the stiffness of the con-
nection to the edge ring. A detailed analysis of forces aLd reactions in the 
column to shell edge connection will be presented, together with a calculation 
method for determining additional stresses and the buckling half·waYelength, 
illustrated on a numerical example. 
2. Initial assumptions 
The columns are usually arranged according to one of the schemes in 
Fig. l. 
The followings "will rely on scheme a) hut results hold also for scheme h). 
Scheme c) may he required for particularly high column zones, in general for 
cooling towers of dry operation. 
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Columns are assumed to be connected to closed, monolithic footing rings 
in the bottom, and to edge rings created by markedly thickening the shell edge. 
The connection line hetween edge ring and the shell edge proper will be 
assumed to be where the shell part of constant or nearly constant thickness 
starts (Fig. 2). 
Edge ring ---
Column--
Fig. 2 
The following assumptions are made for these principal structures: 
they are made of linear-elastic reinforced concrete; 
the cracks negligibly reduce the stiffness; 
column footings are rigidly clamped (foundation displacements are 
ignored); 
cross-sectional deformation of the edge ring is negligible compared 
to other displacements. 
3. Geometry and stiffness conditions 
3.1 Dimensions and cross-sectional characteristics 
Computations ,dll involve the following dimensions and cross-sectional 
characteristics (Fig. 3): 
c 
r 
R 
z 
- column length; 
node spacing along the upper connection circle; 
- radius of the parallel ring belonging to the column to edge ring 
connection; 
- radius of the parallel circle helonging to the edge ring centroid; 
vertical projection of the spacing of edge ring centroid; 
slope of the meridian tangent to the lower shell edge (supposed 
to ahout equal the slope of the plane of columns 0P2); 
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b slope of columns in the plane 0 10 2 : 
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F o, I xo' Iyo - cross-sectional area and moments of inertia of the column: 
F, 11 , 12 cross-sectional area and moments of inertia of the ring in the 
principal directions: 
ring cross section moments of inertia in directions x, y; 
- polar moments of inertia of column and ring cross section. 
3.2 Stiffness parameters 
3.21 The pair of columns 0 10 2 
These two columns, rigidly clamped in the bottom and freely displaced 
111 the top but with ends rigidly connected, are first exposed to moment 
J.vI* = 1 in the meridian plane, then to a radial force Q* = 1. Let us determine 
angular rotation er and radial displacement .a for both cases. In the first case, 
moment lYI* has to be decomposed into flexural and torsional components 
lYI l' 1v12, liI IT and NI2T to comply with conditions of equilibrium, symmetry, 
and compatibility ,dth column end connections. 
Because of the symmetry conditions: 
1.:1111 = I M21 = 1 M I, 
1 MIT 1 = 1 M2T I = I·MT I· (1) 
Symmetry permits to write one non-tri,ial equilibrium equation: 
2M sin 0 - 211fT cos Cl = 111* . (2) 
Compatibility equation expresses the mutual impossibility of relative rotation 
for the column ends i.e. the angular rotation vector of any end cross section 
to be normal to the t-axis (Fig. 4): 
w1 w1 
--- 1 cos b + --=---L 1 sin fj = 0 . 
Elyo GlpD 
(3) 
4 
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Fig. 4 
Eqs (2) and (3) )-ield: 
M* sin 0 jW = ---------
2 sin2 0 + a cos2 0 
~ 1)\4"* a cos" 
.!.tfT = -M a COS u = __ It.L ______ u__ 
sin 0 2 sin2 0 + a cos2 b 
where 
GlpO 
a=--
ElYi 
permitting, in turn, to determine end face displacement PM' LlM : 
1 ( 
1ll . ~ Mr ~) 1 1 PM = -- SIn u - -- cos u = ----------
Elyo GI pO 2ElyO sin2 0 + a cos2 b 
A l2. (lYI . ~ l"tfr ~) 12 sin 1 L-lM = - SIn et. -- SIn u - -- COS u = --- .. 
2 Elyo Glpo 4Elyo sin2 (; + a cos2 (; 
Similar deductions yield displacements for the case Q* = 1: 
12 sin ex 1 
PQ = 4EI sin2 (;..1-, a cos2 0 yO 
l3 sin2 et. 1 
LlQ = ---------
6ElyO sin2 0 + a cos2 (; 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Let us now determine the displacement of a similar type, due to a 
horizontal, tangential force T = 1 acting at the common node, a problem 
analogous to that of moment decomposition (Fig. 5). 
Due to antimetry: 
I NIl = I N21 = N 
I TI I = I T21 = T. (7) 
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Fig. 5 
The equilibrium equation: 
2T sin 0 + 2N cos 0 = T*. (8) 
The compatibility equation will rely on the condition that the vertical 
component of the displacement of the common node hence of any column 
end is zero. 
(This condition follows from antimetry but it is also confirmed by the 
existence of a top edge ring providing rigid clamping and exemptness from 
vertical displacement.) 
PI. T cos 0 - N -- SIll 0 = 0 . 
12E1xO EF 
(9) 
From (8) and (9): 
T= 
T* sin 0 
2 sin2 0 + b cos2 0 
N= T* b cos 0 
2 sin2 0 + b cos2 0 
(10) 
where 
leading to the node displacement along the force: 
A TP. s N s T* P 1 
LJT - SIll u + -- cos u = ----------
- 12E1xO EF 0 24E1xO sin2 0 + b cos2 0 
(11) 
3.22 The edge ring 
The forces and reactions of the column to ring connection ·will be exam-
ined by means of the force method, considering meridional bending moments 
and shears arising in the lower ring edge as unkno·wn. An important ·width of 
4* 
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thickened zone of the lower shell edge will be considered as edge ring, compared 
to its elongation and bending stiffnesses, those of the shell edge proper are 
considered as negligible. Thus, in the primary system to be assumed, out of 
the 3 + 3 force and moment components representing the rigid connection 
between column tops, bending moment ]VIz and meridional shear Qx ",ill be 
considered as unknown, bending and torsional moments lvIx and l\:[y are 
omitted, and - since unknowns are assumed to constitute an equilibrium 
force systenl - normal force N becomes identically zero. The non-negligible 
shear force T will not be considered as unknown hut the respective connection 
'viII be managed in assuming the primary structure. Therehy the ring part of 
the primary system is a so-called skew circular ring elastically hedded along 
the Z-axis, its principal cross section axes being not coincident ,yith coordinate 
axes x, y, z in the axis line plane. As first step in determining the unit coefficient 
of unknown connection forces, let us produce displacements affecting the 
ring axis and generated by unit load with the function 
q(&) = 1 cos n {j 
m(fJ) = 1 cos nV (n = 0,2,3, ... ). 
In the general case, for the displacement functions of an elastically 
bedded skew circular ring, a system of differential equations with four 
unkno,ms and constant coefficient can he wTitten, deduced in [1] (Fig. 6). 
The discussed circular ring has the peculiarity that among the three-way 
hedding coefficients, that along x is zero, that along y is very high, practically 
infinite, and a finite value emerges only along z. Furthermore, no external force 
acts along y and z, displacement 'v along y has a trivial solution, permitting 
to reduce by one the numher of unknowns and equations. On the other hand, 
at a difference from assumptions made in [1], reckoning with a finite value 
for the ring elongation stiffness EF is both justified and possible. Making use 
of the cyclic character of load functions and making similar stipulations on 
Fig. 6 
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the wanted solutions, particular solution of the inhomogeneous differential 
equation system corresponds at the same time to the general solution. Ampli-
tudes u o' CPo' Wo of functions u, cp, w, of the particular solution will be obtained 
after the usual reduction, by solving an algebraic equation system. In the 
following, function w will be useless and so 'will be its solution. This procedure 
'will lead to the follo>ving solutions: 
Case I: the ring is only exposed to unit load q(1J) = 1 cos (n1J) 
q _ RI. (An2 + Kz) (Tn2 Ix) 
Uo--E D (12) 
q R3 (An2 + Kz) Ixy(n2 - 1) 
CPo = Ei) . 
Case II: the ring is only exposed to unit moment m(1J) = 1 . cos (nf}) 
m R3 (An2 + Kz) Ixy{n2 - 1) 
U o =-E D 
m R2 [A(n2 - 1) + Kz) Iy{n2 - l)n2 + AKz 
CPo = E D 
with determinant 
l)n2 + A] + AKzlx 
in the denominator. 
Cross-sectional magnitudes not encountered under 3.1 are: 
A =R2. F 
K = R4. Cz 
E 
magnified value of the cross-sectional area; 
magnified value of the bedding coefficient divided by E; 
(13) 
T = Jp polar moment of inertia of the cross section, modified according 
2(1 + v) to the Poisson's ratio. 
Bedding coefficient Cz results from (11): 
(14) 
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In Eqs (12) and (13), n is the load cycle number, possible with values 
0,2,3,4 ... etc. Case n = 1 has to be excluded since then the load produces 
no equilibrium force system. This case is, however, not critical in the analysis 
either of edge disturbances or of column buckling. Let us remark that in the 
case n = 0, hence in that of circular symmetric loading, <isplacement along 
z of any ring point is zero, suppressing the effect of elastic bedding. Now, 
displacements U O' Cfo equal the corresponding displacements of unbedded cir-
cular rings. 
4. Force method for determining column stresses 
due to edge displacements 
4.1 Fundamentals of the method 
The precedings hint to the possibility of a method for computing column 
moments. Cutting the connection between capitals and edge ring suiting trans-
fer of moment 2\Jz and shear force Q results in the primary system (Fig. 7). 
Fig. 7 
Value of the moment corresponding to lV1z , .. -ill be unknown Xl' and that of 
radial force corresponding to force Q will be x 2• Unit coefficients will be deter-
mined from displacement values calculated under 3. The corresponding load 
terms have to be indicated by previous calculation steps of shell and ring. 
These are primarily due to uneven warming of ring and foundation, and to 
ring expansion due to moist swelling. Among thermal movements, especially 
the effect of uniform peripheral heating is significant, that may be considered 
as of circular symmetric distribution. Also ring displacements due to shell 
membrane forces may be reckoned with, these seem, however, to develop negli-
gible column stresses. 
In knowledge of load terms and coefficients, the compatibility equation 
system can be solved and column moments calculated. For else than circular 
symmetric load terms, approximation by a trigonometric series of the form 
y = Ey n • cos n{} is imposed, solving the compatibility equation for every n. 
Respecti\;e coefficients can be determined as described under 3. 
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4.2 Unit coefficients 
Unit coefficients are easy to determine by using results under 3.2. 
In applying the formulae, it has to be taken into consideration that magni-
tudes Xl' X 2 are specific values distributed along the circumference, and 
these connection forces act at the lower edge, rather than in the centroid 
axis of the ring, so that also the proper motions have to be found there. It is 
advisable to distinguish het'ween parallel circle radii helonging to the centroidal 
axis and to the connection line. Accordingly, taking (5), (6), as well as (12) 
and (13) into consideration, unit coefficients hecome: 
1 Cl 1 + r m 
all = E -2-I-
y
-
o 
-s-in-2-b--a-c-o-s-2 -b R rpo (15) 
I CP sin Cl: 1 
...L r um Z r m 
a 2l = E 4Iyo sin2 b a cos2 b I R 0 - R rpo (16) 
1 CP sin b 1 + r q Z r m 
a12 = if 
;4Iyo sin2 b a cos2 b R rpo - R rpo 
...L r Uq...L Z2~ m 
------- I R 0' R rpo • 
sin2 b + a cos2 b 
1 (17) 
4.3 Load terms 
Let us determine, as an example, the displacement due to temperature 
difference hetween foundation and ring, and to the moist swelling of the ring. 
According to [2], these two effects can he reckoned with comhined as a tem-
perature difference c'lt = 30°C. Thus, neglecting the ring rotation: 
alO = 0 
a 20 = Cl: • Llt . R. 
4.4 Compatibility equation and stresses 
Compatihility equation of the form 
can he solved "without difficulty. Column moments ,~ill he determined from 
forces Xi according to (4): 
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At the column top: 
]VJ! = _ XIC sin b 
2 sin2 b + a cos2 b 
Ji~ = XIC a cos 
2 sin2 b + a cos2 b 
At the column bottom: 
C sin b JIa = (Xo 1 sin (j sin rt. + Xl) --------
~ 2 sin2 b + a cos2 b 
~,ra _ (X 1 . ~ . r -L X) C 11.l.T - • 2 . SIn u SIn rt. I • I - -------
2 sin2 b + a cos2 (j 
a cos 0 
5. Determination of the half-wavelength of buckling 
5.1 Fundamentals of the method 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
In checking the column load capacity, knowledge of the half-wavelength 
of buckling is needed, irrespective of the centricity or excentricity of compres-
sion. In examining the buckling length, cases of buckling in, and normal to, 
the plane of the pair of columns have to be distinguished. In the following, 
this latter case will be considered where elasticity of the connection to the edge 
ring asserts itself. From the precedings it is clear that, hecause of the ring 
elasticity in elongation and rotation, the column top end is partially clamped 
and supported. Spring constants of rotational and displacement stiffnesses 
may he determined according to 3. Let us consider what n values have to he 
assigned to the respective ring stiffnesses. As seen from the numerical example, 
the ring on tangentially elastic hedding is the stiffest to radial displacement 
for n = 0 hence circular symmetric deformation, then its stiffness tends to 
decrease to a minimum ahout n = 4,5. (Remark that ,dthout elastic hedding 
the minimum would be at It = 2.) 
Variation of the torsional stiffness is less significant, and also its increase 
or decrease depends on the actual cross section. It seems thus advisahle to 
consider the variation of the nodal rigidity and so, of the buckling length, 
as a function of the ring ,-..-ave numher n. It is a question whether a deformation 
type n > 0 may be concomitant to column huckling. This possihility cannot 
he excluded even for a circular symmetric solution of column normal forces, 
namely here the disturhances causi.ng loss of indifferent equilibrium are distri-
buted, more likely to be concomitant to minimum ring stiffnesses. This prohlem 
would better fit that of the shell stability. In this respect let us refer to [3] 
indicating a critical annular wave numher n = 4 to 7 for the general huckling-
type stability loss of shells. Similar data are found in [4]. Accordingly, the 
assumption n = 4 to 6 as the most adverse ring stiffness is realistic. At the 
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same time the column footing can be considered to he safely clamped against 
rotation and displacement. In knowledge of spring constants of the elastic 
clamping of the column top, the buckling half-wavelength can be obtained 
by solving the known eigenyalue problem. In the analytic way it leads to 
transcendental equations. Computational difficulties may be eliminated hy 
the graphic method in [5], leading to a fast solution of adequate accuracy. 
This method will be applied in the numerical example. 
5.2 Determination of the stiffness parameters of elastic clamping 
Let us determine values of the bending moment needed to unit rota-
tion rp; and of the shear force needed to unit displacement Ll of the column 
top (Fig. 8). Applying (13), (18) and (17): 
C sin b R 1 
NiC<p=l) = 0. -------
L. sin2 b + a cos2 b r tp~ (22) 
C R L 
QVJ=l) = - - -----
2 sin:x r uZ + Z2tp~ 
These values can be considered as spring constants of column clamping, 
and are directly applicable in the graphical procedure by W. l\:IUDRAK [5]. 
Fig. 8 
6. Numerical example 
Supporting system of a cooling tower has the characteristics seen in Fig. 9. 
J 
"'I 
T 
~! ! 
1 
1 
/ 
500/600 
Fig. 9 
c= 5.20 
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Let us compute column moments due to a temperature difference LIt = 30°C between 
ring and foundation, then determine the theoretical buckling length of the column. 
6.1 Cross-sectional and dimensional data 
Column cross section characteristics: 
Fo = 0.36 m2 
J xo = Jyo = 10.80 . 10-3 m4 
J po = 18.14 . 10-3 m4. 
Ring cross section characteristics: 
F = 1.382 m2 
Z = 1.250 . sin 73° = 1.200 m 
J 1 = 0.9734 m4 
J 2 = 0.0563 m4 
Jx = J 1 • cos2 17° + J 2 • sin2 17° = ... = 0.8950 m' 
Jy = J I • sin2 17° + J 2 • cos2 17° = '" = 0.1347 m' 
Jxy = (JI J 2 ) sin 17° . cos 17° = ... = 0.2564 m' 
Jp = 3.07' 0.453 = 0.0933 m' 
R = 50 1.25· cos 73 ° 49.64 III 
A = R2 . F = 49.642 • 1.382 = 3405 1114 
Jp 0.0933 
9(1 ) 2 . 1.16 = 0.04022 m'. 
_ : l' 
T 
6.2 Bedding parameters 
Bedding coefficient Cz: 
Substituted into (14): 
24 . 10.80 . 10-3 sin2 78° 193.2 cos2 78° = 0.800 . 10-3. EN/'m' 
Cz = E 5.20 . 8.343 
Coefficient Kz: 
b 8.34 . 0.36 193 ? 
= 12· 10.8 . 10-3 = .•. 
Kz = 49.644 . 0.8 . 10-3 = .1858 Ill'. 
6.3 Ring displacements due to unit forces 
Let us compute the value of expressions (12), (13) for n = 0,2,3,4,5,6,7. Outcomes 
have been compiled in Table I. 
Table I 
v~ [m'I"'] IF:" [1/"'] 
0 1.783 . 103 2.753 · 103 
2 6.777 . 103 2.333 · 103 
3 12.865 . 103 1.9408 . 103 
4 20.139 . 103 1.4949 . 103 
5 25.129 . 103 1.0100 . 103 
6 23.302 . 103 1798.0 0.550 · 103 
7 17.154 . 103 1484.0 0.255 · 10J 
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6.4 Unit coefficients 
The actual loading displacement being circular symmetric, unit coefficients will be cal-
culated from ring displacement for n = 0, using (15), (16), (17). 
Column twist parameter: 
18.14 . 10-3 1 GJpo Jpo 1 
a = --= -- -::;:=--:---,-EJyo J.vo 2(1 + v) 10.80 . 10 3 2 . 1.16 = 0.724 
Term 1 
5.20 . 8.34 50 
Eall = --::;:--;-;;-;:;-:;;---;-;;:-:;- . 1.012 + 49.64 • 2.753 . 103 = 4.805 • 10-3 m -2. 
5.20 . 8.342 • sin 73 0 " 50 " 'I ') ~- 3 ~ 
Ea·l = 10 0 10 ., 1.0L - -9 6 (10._9, LO • ~.1;>3 . 10) = 3.338 . 10, 
" 4'.8·" 4 . 4 
Ea12 = Eazl = 3.338 • 103 
E 5.20 . 8.34
3 
• sin2 73
0 
• 1 010) _ ~ (1 -83 . 103 .c... 1 '102 • 2 7"3 • 1'03) = 
a 22 = 6. 10.80 . 10 ~ . ~'49.64 . I ,.~. ;> 
= 48.871 . 103• 
6.5 Load term 
Ea 10 = 0 
Ea zo = ELlt • et. • R = 2 . 1010 • 30 . 10-5 • 50 = 300 • 106 N/m 
E = Eb Rd 2 • 1010 ':'{/m2• 
6.6 Solution of the equation system 
(4.805 
,3.338 
3.338 (Xl ( 0 )' 
48.871) xJ = ;-300' 103 
+300 . 103 • 3.338 X I = --;-;;-::;-;;---;-;:;:-;;-;:;:;--~ 4.805 . 48.871 . -3.3382 +4.477 kNm/m 
X -300 . 103 • 4.805 = -6.444 kN/m. 
- 2 = 4.805 . 48.871 - 3 .. 3382 -
6.7 Column forces 
Bending moments: 
~If = 4.477 . 5.20 sin 78° = 11 -') k",7 
if 2 0.988 .;>~ l,m 
iVIa = (-6.44 . 8.34 . sin 78° . sin 73° + 4.477) 
5.20 . sin 78° = -11~ 88 kN 
2 0.988 I. I m. 
60 
)Ioments of torsion: 
JI~ = 0 ~?4 -~8" 11 ~ 88 . , - . co, , I. sin 78" 18.14 k~m. 
~Ioments vary linearly between the two end points (Fig. 10). 
7 
L 
Fig. 10 
6.8 Calculation of the buckling length 
6.81 Spring constants of the column top: 
Values of (22) will be calculated for n = 0,2, ... , 6 (Table II). 
Table II 
n M(,/,= 1) [Nm] Q(Lf= 1) [Nl 
0 0.942 . 10-3 0.476 . 10-:1 
2 1.111 .10-3 0.270 . 10-3 
3 1.336 . 10-3 0.175' 10-:1 
4 1.734 . 10-3 0.123 . 10-3 
5 2.567 . 10-3 0.103 . 10-3 
6 10.166 . 10-3 0.1l4 . 10-3 
Parameters KJ and If' will be formed from the quotient of spring constant by column stiffness 
coefficient: 
1_ i __ 1_ 
K - llI(q=l) 4Elyo 
1 Elyo 
w=------. 
• Q(Lf=!l P 
Column bottom: 
Using these parameters, }. values are simply read off the nomogram in [5], yielding the 
buckling wavelength as: 
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Table ill 
n KJ 
'f' i. 10 [Ill] 
0 0.182 0.039 5.60 4.68 
2 0.215 0.069 3.85 6.81 
3 0.258 0.106 3.40 7.71 
4 0.335 0.151 3.40 7.71 
5 0.496 0.180 3.15 8.32 
6 1.963 0.163 3.20 8.19 
Results of determinations for the assumed cases of n have been compiled in Table Ill' 
The column top connection is seen to be the softest for n = 5 where the half-wavelength of 
buckling is close to the real length. 10 appears to be rather sensitive to the ring stiffness, so this 
result cannot be generalized. 
Summary 
Skew supporting columns of the cooling tower transmit shell membrane forces to the 
foundation. Because of the monolithic connection between capital and edge ring, shell edge 
displacements raise bending and torsional moments in the columns. The presented method 
lends itself to determine additional stresses and buckled forms of columns also exposed to 
other than circular symmetric effects. 
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